Integrated EOD Concepts, LLC in association with the Nevada Chapter of the International Association of Arson Investigators present the

SERIAL WILDLAND ARSON
INVESTIGATION TRAINING

2018

February 12, 13 & 14, 2018

For more information about the training or to register,
visit www.WAIT2018.com

COST: $340 per person

Peppermill Hotel and Resort
Reno, Nevada

CLASSES

– Surveillance Operations During
Wildland Arson Investigations
– Pattern and Target Analysis
During an Arson Series
– Preparing Your Case for Court
– Several Serial Arson Case Studies
– Advanced Interview Techniques
for Wildland Cases
– Refresher Training on Wildland Origin
and Cause Investigations
...and more
Instructors from Local, State, and
Federal Arson Investigation agencies
in the United States and Canada.

One of the hardest things to do in criminal investigation is to
link a serial criminal to all of the events he is responsible for.
Unlike a serial rapist or serial killer where there is normally
a large amount of forensic evidence left at the crime scene,
the serial arsonist can leave little to no trace of his presence
at the scene. The wild land serial arsonist becomes even
more elusive as the target area for his crimes is remote and
rural, and thus provides very few witnesses to the event. In
these very difficult cases, the wild land arson investigator
must step his game up to the highest levels and exploit
every bit of evidence he can find, to include “human
behavior evidence.” The investigator then must attempt
to link a single arson scene to multiple others in his hunt for
the serial arsonist.
This year’s Serial Wildland Arson Investigation Training
will take the investigator into higher levels of analysis and
investigation. It will mix traditional scene and “police work”
with emerging technologies and analysis. Along with the
analysis of true case histories, this year’s training will include
pattern and target analysis in a serial case, forensic
interviewing techniques for wild land fire investigators, the
use of electronic surveillance and tracking systems in
investigations, and preparing yourself and your case for
intense examination in a courtroom by skilled attorneys.
The heavily experienced instructors will come from law
enforcement, the fire service, the private sector, Canada,
and agencies at the local, state, and federal level in the
United States. An added bonus this year will be refresher
training in the basics of wild land fire/arson investigation.

